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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, the sporadic simple group F, of the order 241 . 3la . 56 . 7’ . 
11 . 13 . 17 . 19 23 * 31 47 is characterized by the “structure of the central- 
izer of an involution” method. The group is defined and described in a paper 
by Fischer [3], and the following facts about Fz can be found in this paper. 
The group Fz contains a conjugacy-class D* of involutions, which is a class 
of (3,4}-transpositions, i.e., the order of the product of two elements from D* 
is 1, 2, 3, or 4. 
I shall prove the following theorem. 
RIAIN THEOREM. Let dI be a fixed element in the conjugacy class D* of 
elements of F, . Denote by H* = C,z(d,) the centralizer of dI in F, . Let G be a 
finite simple group containing an involution d whose centralizer in G is isomorphic 
to H*. Then 
(i) Ghastheorder241~313~56~72~11~13~17~19~23~31~47 
(ii) Let D be the conjugacy class of d in G, then D is a class of (3, 4}- 
transpositions 
(iii) Denote by H = C,(d) the centralizer of d in G. Then H has 5 
orbits on D. 
Remark. It is a consequence of [3] that G is isomorphic to Fz . 
The group H*/(d,) contains a subgroup of index-two isomorphic to 2E,(2). 
Further there is an involution in (H*/(d,)) - (H*/(d,))’ operating as a field- 
automorphism on 2E,(2). The involution dI is contained in (H*)“. 
For the description of H*/(d,) I imploy the notation as in [20]. The other 
notations are standard and include use of the bar convention for homomorphic 
images. Small Greek letters 01, y, 6 are reserved for the generators of GF(4)*. 
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2. USED IiESULTS 
(2.1) LEMMA [lS, p. 3461. Let G be a fusion-simple group wit11 Sylow 
2-subgroups of type A,, . Then one of the following holds: 
(i) G z A,, or A,:, , 
(ii) G g Sp,(2), 
(iii) G s L?(7). I:‘,, , the normalizer of an elementar>t group of order 2” 
in @J,(2), 
(iv) G z A117 I:‘,, , the split extension of an elementary group of order 
2” by A, z~~ifh the action afJorded b?l the 6-dimensional irreducible GF(2)- 
representation, 
(v) G has ineolution fusion pattern of Q,(3). 
(2.2) LEMRIA [2, p. 2321. Let D be a class of con&gate 3-transpositions of 
a jinite group G satis&kg 
(*I O,(G) < Z(G) _ I- O,(G), (7 
Let G” =: G/Z(G) and D” := DZ(G)/Z(G). Then G* is one of the follozcing 
groups: 
(i) a symmetric group & of degree n for n ,‘I 5; 
(ii) a symplectic ,froup Sp(2n, 2) over a field zuith 2 elements for n -: 2; 
(iii) an orthogonal group 0”(2n, 2) for y  E (-I, I} and n > 2; 
(iv) a unitary group PSC’(n, 2) oz’er a field with 4 elements for n :; 4; 
(v) an orthogonal group OU*“(n, 3) ouer a jield witk 3 elements for 
~LE(--I, I), ~~1-1, 1) and n ‘:; 4; 
(vi) one of three groups denoted by !U(22), M(23), M(24). 
(2.3) LEhfMA [21, p. 1921. Let G be a Jjnite (C)-group. Then one of the 
jolloz~ing statements is true: 
(i) G is 2-closed 
(ii) G is a (TI)-group with Sylow 2-group which is either a cyclic group 
or a generalized (or ordinary) quaternion group; 
(iii) G possesses a series of normal subgroups 
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such that G/G, is a group of odd-order, G, is a 2-closed group, and GI/Ga is 
isomorphic to one of the following groups: 
L2( P) p a Fermat or a Mersenne prime; 
L,(9) 5% A,; 
L,(q), Sz(q), U,(q), L,(q) q a power of 2, q > 2; the linear fractional group 
MQ over the noncommutative near-field of 9 elements. 
(2.4) LEMMA [24, p. 1481. Let G be a group of odd order and (x1, xz) 
a four-group of eutomorphisms of G. Then / G 1 1 C&(x, , x2))!” = ] CG(xl)] 
I G(x2>l I G&v2)l- 
(2.5) LEMMA [13, p. 1031. Let d be afixed element in the conjugacy class D 
of elements of M(22). Denote by P* the centralizer of d in M(22). Let G be a 
Jinite simple group containing an involution n whose centralizer in G is isomorphic 
to P*. Then G is isomorphic to M(22). 
(2.6) LEMMA [23, p. 4051. Let G be a jkite group with abelian Sylow 
2-subgroups. Then O’(G)/O(G) is the direct product of a 2-group and simple 
groups of one of the following types: 
(i) PSL(2, 2”), n > 1, 
(ii) PSL(2, q), q = 3 or 5 (mod 8), q > 3, 
(iii) a simple group M such that for each involution j of M, C,(j) = 
(j) x K where K is isomorphic to PSL(2, q), q = 3 or 5 (mod 8). 
(2.7) LEMMA [J.G. Thompson; see 15, Lemma 2.31. Let G be a group 
with at least two conjugacy classes of involutions, and let representatives of the 
involution classes be i1 , i2 ,..., i,, (m 3 2). Let a(&) be the number of ordered 
pairs (i, j) with i N iI , j N i2 , i, = (;i)” for some integer n. Then: 
I G I = I CG2)I 42 + I C(idl 4i2> 
+ is [I C(i,)I I C(i,)l/l C(G)11 u(G) 
(2.8) LEMMA [17]. Let G be a finite group of even order in which O(G) = 
Z(G) = 1 and let z be an involution in G. Assume that the centralizer H of z 
in G satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) I f  E = O,(H), then E is a nonabelian group of order 512 and H/E E 
Sp,(2), the symplecticgroup of dimension 6 over GF(2). 
(ii) If Q is a Sylow 5-subgroup of H, then C,(Q) <Z(E). 
Then the group G is isomorphic to the 2 Conway simple group, 
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3. THE STRUCTURE OF H 
I denote the elements of “E6(2) as in [20]. We have that H’;(d) is isomorphic 
to ‘E,(2). Then (xsj( I), x4( 1)>, (Lx34( I), xll( I)), (x,,(l) .ys2(1), xlj(a) x16(a2)>, 
<T?3(4 %?(4, “IS(l) xl&l):, (~2&)> “*l(l)‘2 <X26(1), .T25U)h (%1(l) %l(l), 
x19(a) ~,(a*)l), :~(a) ~~,,(a*), x19( 1) x2,(l)>, <x,,(l) dl), .y23(a) ~(4\ and 
(x**(Iy) m,,(o12), .r*3( I) xgq( 1)) are dihedral groups of order-eight. They 
generate an extra-special group E of order 2”t. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of 2E,(2). Then T splits over E. The groups <x,,(l) si7(1), ~,(a) X,(G)?, 
(.%3(4 xl,(~*)> x,(1 ) 4j6( I)/> <x13( 1) x12(l), 44 G(Q~*)> and (~(4 x12(a2), 
x7( 1) X9( 1)‘) are dihedral of order-eight. They generate an extra-special 
group of order 2” denoted by F. Set L = ‘V*(l) %(I), %(g %(4, X8(1) Xl”(l), 
~(01) qo(4, x3( I), -~a( 1 )i. Th en T is equal EFL. The groups (~~(1) x&l), 
X~(OI) xra(~~*)‘> and /x1(~) x5(a2), ~s( 1) ?~.r”( I)> are dihedral of order eight and 
generate an extra-special group M of order 32. The element ~~(1) operates 
on M as described in Table I. The elements ~a( I) X;,(I), ~~(a) .~~(a*) and x3(1) 
TABLE I 
N [x, x:,(l)] (<cm’ = GF(4)*) 
TABl,E II 
Values of [x, y] (~‘2) -= GF(4)*) 
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operate on F as described in table 2. The operation of x,(l) x5(1), x2(~) x~(cx’) 
and x3(1) on E is described in table 3. Set W = (ZC~ZL+ , wzwj , wg , w4). I f  x 
is one of these generators and y  one of the above generators for T then y” is 
listed in table 4 if y” is contained in T. 
We have that NaE (,,(E)/E is isomorphic to PSC’,(2). Under the action of 
PSD’,(Z) we have pr&isely one conjugate of xas( I), 1782 conjugates of xa5(1), 
2” 3” 7 . 11 conjugates of xaa( 1) +,(l) and 25 3A . 5 . 7 . 11 conjugates of 
s&l) xar(1) x&l) in E. 
For the structure of H’ see [8, p. 79-921. Let (d) be equal to Z(H). If  x is 
one of the above generators then (x, d) is a four-group. The inverse image 
of E is E x (d). The values of [xa(l), ] x are the same as the values of the 
corresponding commutators in Tables I, II, and III. I f  [x, x,(l) x5(l)] or 
[x, x2(~) x5(G)] is not equal to the corresponding commutator listed in 
TABLE III 
Values of [x, y] for x in E (<<a) = GF(4)*) 
1 
‘ro(l) 
1 
1 
1 
1 
x,,(l) X?,(l) %i( 1) 
x:&l) .X??,(lB) x2,(a) 
1 
1 
1 
b&l) 
1 
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TABLE I\’ 
Values of y” for some y in T and s in W ( ~(~1~ ~~ G6’(4)*) 
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TABLE t 
Values of [a, b]: (/cY> -7 GF(4)“) 
h\,a Xl(l) x,(l) x1(4 X6(4 
x,(l) x5(l) X?(l) x,(l) x7(00 Gd4d 
x2(a) x5(cs) x;(a) .r,(a?)d x,(l) %(l) 
Table I, II, or III, then this commutator is conjugated under W to 
[x,(y) N&P), .Q(S) x&P)] with some y, 6 in GF(4)*. The values of [xi(y) x&a), 
x?(S) x~(S*)] are listed in Table T:. 
Let p be the field-automorphism of “E,(2). Then (H’, j3) is equal to H. 
(3.1) LEMMA. The centralizer of /3 in H is isomorphic to (/I, d) x Ft(2). 
Proof. Clearly C(p) n H//Z(H) is isomorphic to F,(2). It is a consequence 
of Table I that Fh(2) splits over Z(H). Thus C&3) splits over (p, d). 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let R be the centralizer of x&l) in H. Then a Sylow 
2-subgroup of R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Let RI be the centralizer of ~~~(1) 
in H’. Then O,(R,) is a direct product of (d) with an extra-special group of 
order 2?l and R,/O,(R,) is isomorphic to PSU&2). 
Proof. See [8; 20, Lemma l] and Table I. 
(3.3) LEMMA. Let L be the centralizer of x&l) x.&l) in H. Let L, be equaZ 
to L n N’. Then L, has index-two in L. The group O,(L,) is special of order 22s 
with center of order 2s. The factor-group L,/O,(L,) is isomorphic to Psp,(2). 
Proof. See [8; 20, Lemma 191 and Table I. 
4. A SYLOW 2-SUBGROUP OF G 
(4.1) LEMMA. (i) The involution d is not conjugate to x&l) in G. 
(ii) Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of H. Assume that T is a Seylou! 2-sub- 
group of G. Then dx,,( 1) is conjugate neither to d nor to xQ6( 1). 
Proof. The group T possesses a characteristic subgroup 1’ which is a 
direct product of (d) with an extra-special group of order 2’l. Since Y’ is 
equal to (.~a& 1)) and Z( 7’) is equal to (d, x3& 1)) we get (i). 
I f  T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G a result of Burnside yields (ii). 
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(4.2) LEMMA. I,ef T be as in (4.1). Assume that T is a Sylo~ 2-subgroup 
of G. Then d is conjugate in G neither to xS3( I ) xS2( 1) nay fo dx& 1) s.& 1). 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(xa,,(l) x&l)). It is easy to 
check that S”’ is equal to (d, x&l), x&l), x3& I), x.&I) .x& I), xgx(~) s,,,(ol?), 
sgg( 1)). The structure of ‘W,(2) yields that d has I conjugate, x3&l) has 3 
conjugates, dx,,(l) has 3 conjugates, x3&1) has 10 conjugates, dx,,(l) has 10 
conjugates, xaa( 1) ~a( 1) has 40 conjugates and dx,,( I) x&l) has 40 conjugates 
under the operation of NH(F). By (4.1) the number of conjugates of d under 
the operation of NG(S”‘) is odd. Thus S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(x:& 1 )xa2( 1) 
and so d is not conjugate to x,,(l) xxz(l). The same argument is valid for 
dxdl) xx41 ). 
(4.3) PROPOSITION. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ii then 7’ is mf a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Let A7 be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&I) such that Z(X) is equal to ‘d, p‘, x 
(.x,,(l), s&I) stie( I)). By (4.1) and (4.2) it follows that in d<x.Jl), .~:~~~(l)s~~(l)~ 
there are three G-classes of involutions. But in ,%<.&I), x,,(l) x.&l)) and 
d/3(x,,(l), .~,a( I) .~a( 1)) there are at most two classes of involutions. Thus S 
must be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C&3). But then [22, Lemma 5.381 gives a 
contradiction. 
(4.4) LEMMA. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CH(xRG(l)) and -Y a 2-sub- 
group of G such that T has index-two in X. Then X contains an extra-special 
subgroup kv of order 2”3 with centre ix3&1)). The group Y is normal in S. 
The involution d is conjugate to dx&l) in X. 
Proof. Since S is contained in N(Z(T)) we have that d is conjugate to 
dxa,Jl) in Ay and S is contained in C(xa&l)). Thus S is contained in 
W02G(~36U)))) since OY(GM~))) h IS c aracteristic in T. SOW -Y is 
contained in N,(C,(x,,( I))). 
By [19, p. 6081 we may assume that there is an element t in S - 1’ such 
that [CII(xaB(l)), t] is contained in 02(CH(xa6( 1))). Since PSU&2) operates on 
(02(CH(xa6(l))), t;] it is easy to see that Y : (O,(C,(x,,(l))), t,\ is extra- 
special of order 2f”. 
Kow we determine the action of PSU,(2)(/3) ix,(l) %5(l), .%(“) %(@2), 
x3( I), P, wlw6 , w2z05 , w3 , B> on ~;1(x3& 1)). 
The operation on I; n H is known. If  x is in PSU,(2)@) then t” is equal 
rt with T in T’n H. We choose t such that C,(t) is equal to (t>, :,’ ,:,v3s(1), 
.%,(l), .%4(l)> “%3( 1) -2:32(l), x33(4 J?32(a2), x31(1) X.?“(l), 44 x30(43 ~%?l(l), 
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“28(l) X27(1)> X28(4 x2,(~2)P X26(1), x25(1), .\.“24(1) x23(1), x24(4 x23(4, x21(1), 
.2^20(1) Xl,(l), x20(4 %1(~2), %U) %.!Alh 44 %.5(~2), 41)~ x4(1))* 
Let P be equal to rt with Y in C,(t) - (x&l)). Then there is Y’ in C,(t) 
such that Ye’ is equal to xs6(1)y and Y Iwi is contained in C,(t). But then t is 
equal to tgi7’Wi and so PQ must be equal to xz6(l)r. This is a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved that wa , wlwg and wZwg centralize t. In the same way 
we see that [t, p], [t, p] and [t, xi(l)], f  or all i such that i = Z, is contained in 
!%U))~ 
Assume now that tr17(lJzls(l) is equal to xt with x in Y. There is Y in C,(t) 
such that Y-Q~(~)Q~(~) is equal to dr’ with Y’ in C,(t). Then we have the 
equation 
x3&l)t = t (z,,(l)z,,(l)rr,,(l)3Cls(l)) = Xh,,hhl,(l))xt 
It follows that x must be sxa2( 1) xaa( 1) ~a,,( 1) xX1( 1) with s in (x3& 1)). 
Let xi(a) xi(a2) be in &(x&l)) - 02(CH(xa&1))). Then [xi(a) xi(n?), t] is 
equal to [x17(1) xIs(l), tlwp’ with w in (W,ZQ , w2ws , wa) and j E {0, 1,2). 
We summarize our results in the following lemma: 
(4.5) LEMMA. The group Y is equal to (02(CH(xa6( l))), t) with t? = 1 and 
[t, PI, It, PI, [t, +d)l, [t, d>l, [t, 4)l and [t, wl3COr w 6 (w+ , w2w5, 6 
is contained in (x&l)). Further [t, wl,(l) x18(1)] is contained in ~~~(1) ~~~(1) 
%1(l) %0(1)~%(1))~ 
(4.6) LEMMA. In Y - (H n Y) we have the following NH( Y)-conjugucy 
classes of involutions. 
(i) 2 . 2’ . 11 conjugates of t 
(ii) 2 . 2s * 34 . 11 conjugates of x&l) xa2(l)t 
(iii) 2 . 2’ . 34 . 7 . 11 conjugates of xas(l)t 
(iv) 2 . 28 . 34 conjugates of xs4(1) c~2~(1) xas(l)t 
Proof. First we determine the fusion in Y - (H n Y) modulo CunH)(x,,( 1)) 
under the operation of C&(x,,(l)). Thus we have module C,,,(x,,(l)) one 
conjugate of t, 27 conjugates of xS5( 1)t and 36 conjugates of xrJl)x,,( 1)t. ru’ow 
we determine the fusion in Y - (Y f~ H) module C~,,,~(0,(C,~,~(x2,(1)))) 
under the operation of C,(x,,(l)). Th us we have 256 conjugates of t, 16 . 36 
conjugates of conjugate of t, 240 . 36 conjugates of xaO(ol) xar(c?) x,,(l) x,,(l)t 
and 256 . 27 conjugates of x2& l)t. 
Now it is easy to see that in Y - (Y n H) under the operation of C,(xaa( 1)) 
we have 512 conjugates of t, 512 . 27 conjugates of x&t), 512 . 36 conjugates 
of x&l) xS2(l)t, 40 . 256 . 27 conjugates of x,,(l)t, 20 . 256 . 27 conjugates 
of xa4(l) x2&)t, 4 . 256 . 27 conjugates of xa4(l) xaa(l) .x&l)& 64 . 256 . 27 
481/40/Z-14 
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conjugates of dx,,( 1) xB5( l)t, 40 . I6 . 36 conjugates of x15( I) x1& l)t, 4 16 . 36 
conjugates of dx,,( 1) xQy( 1) xlj( 1) x1& I)t, 8 . 16 . 36 conjugates of xQ1( 1)x,& 1) 
xlj( 1) x16(l)t, 36 . 16 . 36 conjugates of xS4( 1) .x&a) x~~(c~~) xlj( 1) x16( l)t, 
24 . 16 36 conjugates of x:&l) x& 1) xz2(o() x3-J$?) x15( 1) x1& I)t, 32 . 240 . 36 
conjugates of x,,(a) ~,,(a?) x,,(l) xlfi( 1)t and 96 240 36 conjugates of 
-%9(l) %(4 44 dl) X16( !)t. 
We have the following equations: 
Xow it follows that t has at least 2 . 2’ I 1 conjugates. The fact that 2s 
divides the order of CNHcY):r(t) and the structure of PSU,(2) yield that these 
are all conjugates of t under NH( I’). Now xXj( I)t is conjugate to .x,,( I)t and so 
it has at least 2R 3” . 7 . 2 conjugates. Set a == z~~zu~x~(l) ~~(1) ~~~(1) xls(l) 
and b = z~~zti~x~(l) ~~(1) ~~~(1) x1*(1) .Q(u) .~~(ar~). Then we have the 
equation (x& 1) &N) +(cZ) x1& 1) xz,,( 1)t)“” r= .x2,( l)t. It is easy to see that 
xX5( I)t is conjugate to (x.J 1) x,,(a) x&oi?) 5J I) xlfi( l)t) ~i,l?Cs~:,(1121il)l~,(~)x~~(~~). 
It follows that .~~~(l)t has at least 2 2’ 3” 167 conjugates. Since x&l)t 
has at most 2 2’ . 31 . 7 11 conjugates under the operation of NH(Y) it 
follows that .xS5( I)t has 2 . 2’ 3’ . 7 . 11 conjugates. 
Let u be an element of order 1 I in NH(Y). Then C,(U) must be dihedral of 
order eight. Thus all involutions in Y - (Y n H) centralized by an element 
of order II are conjugate under N,(Y). This yields that ~~~(1) x&l)t has 
2 . 28 . 3l 11 conjugates and x.J 1) x2J I) x&l)t has 2 . 28 . 3” conjugates. 
This proves the lemma. 
(4.7) LEMMA. The order of No( Y)/Y is 21s . 36 . 53 . 7 . 11 23. Let i be an 
involution in Iv - (x3& 1)). Then i z’s conjugate in No(Y) to d, x&I ), xs3( 1) x&l) 
OY d,x3J1) x.J 1). The involution x3&l) is conjugate in G to x&l) x&l) or 
dx,,( 1) x32( 1). 
Proof. The order of NJ Y)/Y must divide the order of Oiz(2). Checking 
the possibilities for the conjugation of d it is easy to see that d has 2 2300 
conjugates under NG( Y). Thus NJY)/Y has the order 2l* . 3” 5” . 7 11 .23. 
Now xgj( 1) must have 2 . 3a . 5” . 23 conjugates under NG( Y). It follows 
that Y contains only four Nc( Y)- c asses 1 of involutions. Thus xQ6(1) must be 
conjugate in NG( 1.) to xS3( I) x32( 1) or dx,,( I) .+( 1). 
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(4.8) LEMMA. 4 Sylow 2-subgroup of NG( Y) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of No(Y) and X a 2-subgroup of G 
such that 1 X : S / = 2. Then X is contained inCo(zc&l)). Set S = S/(xJl)) 
and Y == Y/(x&l)). Let x be an involution in 3 - y. Then ( C~(X)\ 5: 
1 Cs(d)i and so V(ccZx(d); s) IS contained in y. Thus X is contained in N(y) 
and so X in NG( Y) a contradiction. 
(4.9) LEMMA. The involution x3& 1) is conjugated in G to x.& 1) ~a( I). The 
commututor [t, x&f)] is equal to x3& I). 
Proof. z By (4.5) we have t 2% (r) = st with s contained in (~~~(1)). -4ssume 
that ~~~(1) centralizes t. Then dx,,(l) is conjugate to dxBI(l) x&l). Since 
(dx&l) xz2( 1))“‘4 is equal dx,,( 1) x2,( 1) we have that dx,,(l) is conjugate in G 
to dx&l) x&l). But d is conjugate to dx,,(l) and so d is conjugate to 
dx&l) x&l). Since d is not conjugate in N,(Y) to dxs3(1) x& 1) we have a 
contradiction. 
Thus t~z(l) is equal z.Jl)t. Since x3& 1) x&l) is conjugate in H to 
x&l) x&l) we have that xs6( 1) is conjugate in G to x&l) x&l). 
(4.10) PROPOSITION. The group (S, t, a, 6) with a Sylow 2-subgroup S of 
NH(Y) and a = tc4, b = aTlJ3 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. A Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G has order 241. 
Proof. Set a = Pa . Since [t, xa5(1)] = 1 we have a E C(zc,,(l)). Since 
dnr*(l)a is equal dxz6(1) we have a E N(Y). Thus (S, t, a) is a 2-group for 
some S. In the same way we see that b = azL3 normalizes (S, t, a). By (4.8) 
(S, t, a, 6) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
5. CENTRALIZERS OF INVOLUTIONS 
(5.1) LEMMA. Set No(Y) = N,(Y)/Y. Then CwJxaa(l)) possesses a 
normal extra-special subgroup of order 5 12 such that the factor-group is isomor- 
phic to PSp,(2). 
Proof. Set A = Oa(C~(xaa(1))). Th en A is an extra-special group of 
order 512 and C,(x,,(l))/a contains a subgroup of index-two which is 
isomorphic to U,(2). Clearly NV(A) contains N&A) properly. Now C,(A) 
is equal to (4 xs6tl), xdl), ~~~(1)~ 4) ~~~(1)~ -x+(4 x3d~*), ~~~(11, ~~~~(1)). 
Thus d(xa6(l)) has 28 conjugates under NW(~) and so NW(A) has the 
order 2*s . 34 . 5 * 7. The group Cm(xzz(l)) operates on Cy(zo2(1)). 
Checking the possibilities of conjugation in Cr(~,~(l)) yields NW)(>) =: 
C- NGWG4W 
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Since Nm(z)/?i is nonsolvable [JO] yields that this group must be 
simple. Set B = (Cm@) n C~(x2a(1)))/~. It is easy to see that 
d(zJ1)) has 16 conjugates under B. Thus B/(/L!i) is an extension of an 
elementary abelian group of order 16 by Z,r . Since ZG is a subgroup of 
F%(P) n G&d)Nl~ we have that B splits over O,(B). Thus a Sylow 
2-subgroup of Nm(A)/A is of type A,, , Now (2.1) yields that this group 
is isomorphic to PSp,(2). 
(5.2) k-%D/IA. The group N,(Y)/E’ is isomorphic to . 2 the Conzcav simple 
group. 
Proof. Since PSU,(2) is involved in NJY)/Y (5.1) yields that N,(Y)/l- 
must be simple. Now the lemma is a consequence of (2.8). 
For the structure of . 2 see [17]. We have that N,(Y)/k- has three classes 
of involutions. Xow ~aa( l)Y, ‘rrs( 1) xr7(1)Y and ~a?( 1) PY are representatives 
of this classes. The results on conjugacy classes and fusion of involutions 
require massive but straightforward calculations which we shall omit. 
In .~~a( 1) Y- we have the conjugacy classes of involutions with representatives 
&x,,(l), &,a( I), x&l) and xai(1) x3,)( 1) x&l). In ~rs( 1) xi,(I)Y we have the 
conjugacy classes of involutions with representatives xrs( 1) x1,( I), 
41) %(l) 4J), h*(l) x17(1) and &a,( 1) .rlR( 1) xr7( 1). In .raa( 1) /3Y we 
have the conjugacy classes of involutions with representatives .z”?~( 1)/3, 
A,,( l)f and dtxzz( l)p. 
TABLE VI 
The Conjugacy Classes of Involutions in NG( Y) I’ 
Length of the conjugacy class 
*7.32.52.11 .23 
21.32.52.11 .23 
28 3” . 53 11 . 23 
215 . 32 . 58 11 . 23 
29*34.52.11.23 
2O 34 . 5” . 11 . 23 
29-34.53.7.11 .23 
29.34.53.7.11.23 
214.34-52*7.11 .23 
214-34*52.7*11 .23 
214 . 34 . 52 . 7 . 11 . 23 
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In Table VI we have listed the length of the No(Y)-conjugacy classes of 
the above involutions. 
(5.3). LEMMA The group Y is normal in CG(x3&l)). 
Proof. Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(Y). We shall prove that I’ is 
strongly closed in S with respect to CG(~aB( 1)). 
Assume that TT is an element of order 5 in CH(+a(l)). The structure of .2 
yields that C+(r) - +) is isomorphic to zz ): (ii). An easy calculation yields 
that Cr(n) is isomorphic to an extra-special group of order 2’. Set C == 
CNG~r~(~)/(~aG(l)). Then d(x&l)) has 10 conjugates under C. Let ~(xaa(l)j 
be an involution in C - O,(C) conjugated in C,c(3c36(1))(~)/(x36(1)) to 
_- 
d<.&l)/\. We choose ?r such that [(b, x&l)), ii] is trivial. Now the centre of 
some Sylow 2-subgroup of Cc,(2,,(r))(rr)/(x,,( 1)) is equal to (d, t, xaa( 1) xa2(1), 
xa&l))/(~.J 1)). In C,(r(x,,( 1))) there is a Sylow 2-subgroup S such that 
Z(S) is contained in (d, t, xaa(1) xaa( l), xa6( I), y)/(xaa(l)). 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(r(x,,(l))) n Cc(s,,(r))(~). Then d and t 
are not contained in Z(T). Thus dt is contained in Z(T). Since dt has I5 
conjugates in C, Y is conjugate to d in C(dt) and so in C((dt, ~~(1) ~~~(1))). 
Then r must invert dt and so r(xa&l)) is conjugate to xa2(1)(xa6(1)), 
d%d 1 )&d 1)) , ~4 1 )P(4 1)) or dtx,,( 1 )iB<x3d 1)). Thus we may assume 
that d(x& 1)) is conjugate to xza( l)p(xa6(1)) . since r must be conjugate to dtr 
and zcz2( 1) is not conjugate to din G. But x,,( I)p is conjugate to xaa( 1)zc.J I)x,,( 1) 
in G. Since d is not conjugate to dx,,( 1) xa2( 1) in G we have a contradiction. 
We have proved that ~(ccl~c(k)“C,(2,,(l)))(d); C,,rr(?~)) is contained in C,(n). 
Thus C,(n) is strongly closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(r) n Co(~a&l)) 
with respect to C(r) n C,(xa,(l)). 
Assume now that d is conjugate to an element s, contained in N(Y) but 
not in Y, under CG(~a&l)). Assume that sY/Y is centralized by an element 
of order 5 conjugated to an element of CH(zca6(I)). Since C,(n) is strongly 
closed in a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(n) n C(x&l)) we have that s is not 
centralized by an element conjugated in N(Y) to V. But then s is conjugate to 
xaD( 1) xar( 1) xza( 1) or dx,,( 1) zai( 1) ~aa( 1). Both are conjugate to d&l) xs2( 1) 
in G, a contradiction. We have proved that s is contained in xi,(l) xis( 1) Y. 
But then s is conjugate to x1,( 1) xi&l) or dx,,(l) ~~~(1) in G. Both are not 
conjugate to din G. 
So we have proved that V(ccZc,(r,,(l))(d); N(Y)) is contained in Y. Thus Y 
is strongly closed in NG( Y) with respect to &(~a& 1)). 
Let K be a normal subgroup of Cc(xaB(l)) of odd order. Then d operates 
fpf. on K. Thus xa5( 1) centralizes K by (2.4). Now (4.9) yields that xaa( 1) ~:,a( 1) 
centralizes K. Then xai( 1)x,& 1) and xa6( 1) centralize K. Since xai( l)x,,( l)~a& 1) 
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is conjugate to dx,,(l) .Q& I) ~~~(1) in N,(I) both centralizes K. But then d 
centralizes K and so K is trivial. 
Since Y is strongly closed in N(Y) a result of Goldschmidt [5] yields that YV 
is contained on 0,,,2(CG(~.J1))). S’ ince CG(.2’a6(l)) possesses no normal 
subgroup of odd-order the lemma is proved. 
(5.4) LEMMA. Set S ==~ t:d, x3&1), x3J1), %4(l), %3(1)%2(l)> %3(+,,(4> 
xs9( I), q6( 1 ), xz4( 1)). Then the order of NG(X)C,(X) is equal to the order of 
PSP*(2). 
Proof. The structure of CG(~&l)) yields that NG(X) is greater than 
NH(X). Now it is easy to see that d has 120 conjugates under N,(S). 
(5.5) LEMMA. Set R xz C,,,~(dx& 1) x& I)),C(X). Then R is isomorphic to 
W(E,)/Z( W(Q) where W(E,) means the Weyl-group of type ER . 
Proof. Clearly R has the order of W(E,)/Z(W(E,)) since x,,( 1) has 255 
conjugates and &X&I) x&l) has 136 conjugates in X under the operation of 
Nd-0 
Set /f3 = p&x-). I f  p 1s conjugate to 7 in NG(X) then /? ‘7 centralizes a 
subgroup of index at most four in X. Thus fl .r has order at most four. Set 
C’ =z CR@). Then U contains (@ x PSp,(2). Since p is conjugate to 
~~~(1) x&l) p we get that U has index at least 64 in R. But then <,,’ is equal 
to (8) s PSp,(2). Now ,8 h as at most 56 conjugates 9 such that p . r has 
order 3 or 4. Assume that 7 is such an conjugate. Set A = C,(y) and B =-= 
C,@). Assume that 7 divides the order of B. Let S be a Sylow 7-subgroup 
of U. Then C,(S) is equal (p) x S. Thus NR(S) has the order 2” . 3” 7. 
We may assume that p * r has order 3. Then a is at least 2. But then 
1 R : Ns(S)! is not congruent 1 modulo 7. Thus 7 divides / CR(j) : B /. 
Let C be a minimal normal subgroup of B. Assume that C is solvable. 
Then C has order 24 or 2”. The structure of PSp,(2) yields that 3” 
cannot divide the order of B. But then j CR@) : B / is at least 63, a contra- 
diction. Thus C is simple. The table in [IO] yields that C is isomorphic to 
A,, A, or U,(2). Since 3” must divide the order of B and an element of order 5 
in B cannot centralize a group of order 9 we have that C is isomorphic to A, 
or 7J4(2). Since no group of order 4 centralizes an element of order 5 in 
PSp,(2) and since 1 U : B 1 is at most 56, we have that C is isomorphic to 
U,(2). Thus I B : C / is two. We have proved that p has 56 conjugates 7 such 
that /? .r has order-three. Then fl has 64 conjugates 7 such that p .f  has order 
at most 2. Also p is a 3-transposition. Now (2.2) yields the assertion. 
(5.6) LEMMA. The group (d, p> is normal in C,(d/l). The group C&d@ has 
index two in C,(d/3) and C,(dp) splits ovw (d, p). 
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Proof. By (3.1) C,(d@ has the form (d, pi x R where R is isomorphic 
to F,(2). Let L be a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(dfi) such that Z(L) is equal to 
(4 P> %U), Xx3(1) %2(1))~ 
At first we prove that Co(#) is greater than C,(d/?). Assume that C,(d/3) is 
equal C,(dp). Let g be in G such that (x&I))Q = ~~~(1) .x&l). Since 
C,(d@ r\ CG(xa3(l) ~~~(1)) involves PSp,(2) we may assume that x&l) is 
conjugate to xaa( 1) xa2( 1) in C,(@). But this contradicts the fact that Co(@) 
is equal to C,(dp). 
Assume now that L is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Co(@). Then x1&1) is 
conjugate to x&l) x&l) and xa,J 1) x,,(l) xa2( 1) in N(L). Thus we have an 
element 7 of order-three in C,(dp) which operates on Z(L). But then 7 must 
centralize d. This is impossible. 
We have proved that L is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(dp). Then d is 
conjugate to /3 or /3x3& 1) in N&Z(L)) n C,(d/3). Since dxa& 1) is conjugate to d 
we have that d is conjugate to /3 in C,(d/3). Now we have that N,((d, /3)) has 
a structure as in the assertion. 
Since ,&a6(1) is conjugate to ds,,(l) xaa( I) in C,(dp) we have that d(dp) 
is not con,jugate to an element in C,(d/3)/(d,fQ disjoint from d(dfl). Let M be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of N+&Z(L)). Assume that d(d@ is conjugate to an 
element in M/(dj3) not contained in L/(d&. Let j be such an element. The 
centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(j(dp>) n C(d(dp))/(d/3) has order-eight. 
The centre of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(d(dp))/(d/?) has order-four. The 
inverse image of the first group is isomorphic to a direct product of a group 
of order 2 with a dihedral group of order-eight. The inverse image of the 
second group is elementary abelian of order 8. Thus d(d/Q is not conjugate 
toj(d/3). A result of Glaubermann [4] yields that (d, /I) O(C,(dp)) is normal 
in C,(d/3). Since (d, x3& 1)) operates on O(C,(da)) (2.4) yields that O(C(dp)) 
must be trivial. Thus the lemma is proved. 
(5.7) LEMMA. The centmlizer of dxs3( 1) x3&) is contained in NG(X). 
Proof. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of CG(&a3(1) x&l)). We may 
assume that T is contained in N,(X). Assume that ~~~(1) is not conjugate 
to some element of Y - X under CG(dxs3(1) x&l)). Set r for YCJX). Then 
C N,(xj(dx33(1) xap( l))/&(X) has the following conjugacy classes of involutions 
-- 
with representatives /3, xa5( I), xIj( 1) x1& I), x2& 1)/3, xzl( 1) x8( I) x1& I), and 
tx,,(a) x1&a”). (Forthe structure of W(E,)!Z( W(E,))see[ll]). Since every invo- 
lutioninx,,( I) or xr5(1)xr6(1) isconjugate to an involution in Y - Xwehavethat 
-- 
x,,(l)isconjugateto an involutionin~,x,,(l)~,x,,(l)x,(l)x,,(l)ortx,,(ol)x,,(~~). 
By (5.6) we have that xa6( 1) is conjugate to an involution in xzr(l) x8(l) xrO( 1) 
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or tx,,(ac) X&a”). Now all involutions in xZ1( 1) x&l) x,a(l) are conjugate to 
x,,( 1)x,( l)~r,(l) or &a,( 1 )x8( 1)x,& 1). Both are conjugate in G to d~aa( I)xa2( 1). 
Thus x&l) is conjugate to an involution in tx,,(a) x16(a2). But every involution 
x in &,(cr) xr.J01~) not conjugate to an involution of Y - X under No(X) is 
conjugate to &a&l) ~a%( 1)~ in CG(dxa3(I) ~~~(1)). But ~a& 1) is not conjugate 
to dX36U) x33(1) 41). 
Now we assume that x&l) is conjugate to an involution z of 
C,(dx,,(l) xaa(1)) - X. Such an involution centralizes in C,(&,,(l) ~~~(1)) 
an extraspecial group of order 2 lg. Now Cc,(+,,(r))(dx3a(1) xa2( I))Y/Y contains 
a subgroup of index 2 which is an extension of an elementary abelian group 
of order 2” by L,(4). But then Cc-(Z,,(I))(d~aa( I) xa2(1))Y/Y contains only one 
elementary abelian subgroup of order 2 g. Thus z is contained in the commu- 
tatorgroup of this group with Y and in the centralizer of this group in 
Y/(~a~(l)?. This yields that z is in X. Thus we have proved that 
~(cc~co(dr,,(1)r,,(1))(X36(1)); T) is contained in iI’. But then X is strongly closed 
in T with respect to Co(&aa(l) x&l)). 
Let K be a normal subgroup of Co(d~aa(1) x&l)) of odd-order. Then 
(x,&l), x&l)) operates on K. Since CK(~aB(I)) is equal 1 and all involutions 
in (X&I), x&l)) are conjugate in Co(xaa(1) bard) (2.4) yields that K is 
trivial. 
Application of [5] yields the lemma. 
(5.8) LEMMA. If j is an involution in C(dp) not contained in H, then j is 
conjugate to d/3 in G. 
Proof. Since all involutions of C,(d/3) - H are conjugate, we may 
assume that j centralizes a Sylow 5-subgroup F of C,(d/3). 
Then (d, /3)(j) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(F). Assume that j is not 
conjugate to d/3. Then Co(F) h as a normal 2-complement. By (5.3) 53 divides 
the order of N,(F). By Frattini argument 53 divides the order of C,(F). 
Let K be a 2-complement of C,(F). Then (d, 8) operates on K. Now (2.4) 
yields that a Sylow 5-subgroup of K has order 25. But this contradicts the 
fact that 125 divides the order of C,(F). 
e x be an involution in H conjugate in G to d/3. 
Tl&? i~~t?o&nt? mLHt . . . I 
(ii) Let y  be an involution in H conjugate in G to ~~~(1). Then y  is con- 
tained in H’. 
Proof. I f  x is in H’ then x is conjugate in H’ to an involution of I’ n 11 
(see [20]). But no involution in Y is conjugate to d/3 in G. This proves (i). 
In H - H’ we have the following conjugacy classes of involutions with 
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representatives /3, d/3, /3xsa(l) and d/Ix&l). Now (5.6) yields that no of this 
involutions is conjugate to x&l) in G. This proves (ii). 
(5.10) LEMMA. (i) I f  x is an inoolution in C&(dz&l) x&l)) conjugate 
to d/3 in G, then x is not contained in CG(dxz3( 1) x& 1))‘. 
(ii) Assume that y  is an involution in Co(dXss(l) xaa(1)) conjugate to 
x&l) in G. Then y  is contained in C,(dx,,( 1) ~~~(1))‘. 
Proof. By (5.9) x is not contained in 02(CG(dx33(1) x&l)). 
By [ 1 l] we have in C,(dx,,( 1)x.& 1))/02(CG(dx33( 1)xs2( 1)) six classes of invo- 
lutions. Four of this cIasses are in the commutator group of CG(dx& 1)x3,( 1)). 
Representatives for this four classes are xas( 1) O,(C,(dx,,(l) xs2( l)), 
41) x,,(l) O,G4d~,a(l) 41Nv 41) 4) xlo(l) QWd41) ~(1)) and 
tx15(a) xrs(o~~) O,(C,(dx,,(l) ~~~(1))). Now (5.9) yields that x is not conjugate 
to an involution in C,(dx,,(l) ~~~(1))‘. Th us we have that x is contained in 
tx15(a) xrs(01~) 02(CG(dx&1) ~a.#))). Checking the possibilities for involutions 
in this coset we see that x is conjugate to an involution in xrs( 1) xr7( 1) Y since 
x is not conjugate to an involution in Y. Now Table VI yields a contradiction. 
This proves (i). 
By [l l] we have in CG(dx3J1) .x32(1))/02(CG(dx33( 1) x&l))) two classes of 
involutions not contained in (CG(dx& 1) xs2( 1))/02(Cc(dx33( 1) ~~~(1))))‘. 
Representatives for this classes are x,,( 1) ,i302(CG(dx&1) x&l))) and 
/302(CG(dx33(1) xa2( 1))). All involutions in this co-sets are conjugate to 
involutions of H - H’. Now (5.9) yields (ii). 
(5.11) LEMMA. (i) Assume that x is an involution in C,(d/3) conjugate 
to x3& 1) in G. Then x is contained in C,(d/3)‘. 
(ii) Let j be an invohtion in C,(dp) not contained in C&d/3). Assume that y  
is an involution in C,(dp) conjugate to d/3 in G. Then y  is contained in the coset 
#G&W, FddP) 07 WXW. 
Proof. By (5.8) x is contained in C,(dp). Since dr with r in C,(d/3)’ is not 
conjugate to x.&l) we get (i). 
The assertion (ii) follows from (5.8) and (5.9). 
(5.12) LEMMA. The centralizer of x&l) in C,(d/3) is isomorphic to 
(d, /3) x (A . PSp,(2)) where A has order 2l5. The group 
cCf&d%B(1) x33(1) ~22(~>)/02(c,(~,)(~~,(1) %3(l) %2(l))) 
is isomorphic to & . 
Proof. See [9]. 
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(5.13) LEhIM.4. (i) dssume that x is an involution in CG(xQB( 1)) conjugate 
to d/3 in G. Then x is not contained in I-. 
(ii) Let 3’ be an iezlolution in C,(x,,( 1)) conjugate to x3& 1) y  it2 CG(xQB( 1)). 
Assume that y  is conjugate to x&l) in G. Then y  is conjugate to an element in 
(Y, q2( 1)) ia C,(x,,( 1)). 
(iii) Let z be an involution in CG(+( 1)) conjugate to A$ l).Z in C,(x,,( 1)). 
Assume that B is conjugate to d/3 in G. Then I is conjugate in CG(xSB(I)) to an 
element in the roset .x,,( 1) Y OY xZ2( 1) d/3J’, 
Proof. The assertion (i) follows from (5.8). The assertion (iii) is a conse- 
quence of (5.8) and Table VI. 
Assume that y  is contained in x& I )dp Y. Then (5.8) and Table VI yields that 
y  is conjugate to tx&l) d/3. %‘ow xZ2( 1) dfl is conjugate to d/3 in G. Thus there 
is an element R in G such that (xz2( 1) d/3)g = d/3. Then tg is contained in 
C,(d/!?). Since t is conjugate to d in G we may assume that t” is contained in 
dC,(d/3)‘. Thus (tx&l) d/3)g is equal ,i3r with Y in C,(d,). But no such an 
element is conjugate to xs6( 1) in G. This proves (ii). 
(5.14) LEMMA. (i) In xZ2( l)Y there are 2’ irwolutions conjugate to 
~~~(1) in G. 
(ii) IR xZ2( 1) 1’ theve are 215 involutions conjugate to d/3 in G. 
(iii) In x&l) d/3Y there aye 211 involutions conjugate to d/3 in G. 
Proof. Assume that x is an involution in x&l)Y. Then Table VI yields 
that x is conjugate to x&l), dxpp(l), xea(l) ~~~(1) xa,,(l) or x&l) dt. Now 
d%,,(l) and x&l) +r( 1) xaO(l) are not conjugate in G to x3&1) or dfl. The 
structure of Nc( Y)/Y yields that ,8Y is conjugate to xzz(l)Y. Thus there are 
involutions in xz2( 1) Y conjugate to d/3 in NG( Y). Since xzi?( 1) is conjugate to 
x3&l) in G, we have that x.&l) dt is conjugate to dp in G. Now Table VI 
yields (i) and (ii). 
Assume that x is an involution in x& 1) d/3Y. Then Table VI yields that x 
is conjugate to q2(1),8, dx2.J1)p or dtx,,(l)p. In a similar way as in the proof 
of (5.13) we see that x is conjugate to dx,,(l)p if x is conjugate to d,B in G. 
Kow Table VI yields (iii). 
6. SOME SCBGROCJPS OF G 
(6.1) LEMMA. Let A be a SJJOW ‘I-subgroup ofF,(2). Then CFIcZ)(A) ~.- A 
and NFq(Z)(A4) has the order 2” . 3” . 7S. 
Proof. Let i be a 2-central involution inE’,(2) such that 7 divides the order 
of C,&(,,(i). Let 7 be an element of order 7 in CFqc2)(i). ivow (5.12) yields that 
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CF w(zJ contains a subgroup isomorphic to E’S?,(2). Let U be this subgroup. 
Wl may assume that 7 is contained in this subgroup. By the table in [ll] we 
get that N,((T)) has the order 42 and C&(T) is equa1 to (T>. An easy calculation 
yields that C,,,,(7) n O,(C(i)) is dihedral of order-eight. 
Clearly 49 divides the order of C F4(21(~). A Sylow Z-subgroup of CF4t2)(~) 
is dihedral of order-eight and all involutions are conjugate. Now (2.3) yields 
that C,o(~)/(~> possesses a series of normal subgroups 1 .%I Kr < Ks < 
CF,(s)(+(+ such that I fG I is odd, KJKs is isomorphic to L,(7) or A, and 
I(C,&)/(+)/lii ; is odd. Since CQJ( i r? C(T) is a 2-group (2.4) yields that ) 
KI must be trivial. By Frattini argument 7 divides the order of K2. Thus I& 
is isomorphic to L&7). ?Ve have that CF4f2)(~) is isomorphic to (Y> x L,(7). 
This proves C,,cz,(A) = A. 
Now NQ,( A )i A is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,7). We get that 
2 - 3’L divides the order of NF,(2)(A). A theorem of Sylow yields the assertion. 
(6.2) LEMMA. Let 7~ be an element of opdet- 5 in &(2). Then CFp(2)(?r) is 
isomorphic to (v) x Z6 . Let S be a SyIow 5-subgroup of F&2). Then N,4(,,(S) 
has the order 25 . 3 - 9. 
Proof. Let i be a 2-central involution in F4(2) such that CFs(2,(i) possesses 
a subgroup I/’ isomorphic to PSp,(2). 
Let r be in U. By the table in [I I] CU(n) has the order 30. An easy calcula- 
tion yields that CFqfz)(7r) n O,(C(i)) . IS e ementary 1 abelian of order-eight. 
By (2.4) we get that O(C F f2)(7r)) is equal to {n). Thus 5 divides the order of 
CFq(s)(n)/(rr) and so a minimal normal supgroup of CFI~l~(rr)/(~) must be 
simple of even order. Clearly C,,,,(~)/(V} p ossesses a subgroup of index 2. 
Now [7] and (2.6) yield that a minimal normal subgroup V of C,~~,,(~)/(7r> 
is isomorphic to A, or L,(q), q odd. Since ( V \ divides the order of F,(2) we 
get that V is isomorphic to L,(3*), L,(33), L,(5), L,(7), &(13), L,(I7) or A, . 
The structure ofF,(2) (see [Cl]> yields that no 2-element centralizes a subgroup 
of order 25. Thus 5 divides the order of V and so V is isomorphic to L,(9), 
L,(5) or A, . Assume that V is isomorphic to L,(5). Then the Frattini argument 
yields that an 2-element must centralize a subgroup of order 25. But this 
contradicts the structure of Iiq(2). A ssume now that Y is isomorphic to R, . 
Then G&2)(4/W must be isomorphic to Zr . But then an element of 
order-two centralizes a subgroup of order 25, a contradiction. We have 
proved that V is isomorphic to A, and so CFr(2)(~)/(rr) is isomorphic to Z6 . 
Let S be a Sylow 5-subgroup of F,(Z) containing r. Then 16 divides the 
order of N,4(,,(S). A theorem of Sylow yieIds that NF,t2)(S) has the order 
16 - 5” or 25 * 3 * 5”. 
Assume that NF4c2) (S) has the order 16 - 52. Then<n) is normal in N,*(,,(S). 
We know that F,(2) possesses an automorphism x such that CF4(2)(~) is 
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isomorphic to 2F,(2). Thus we may assume that x centralizes S. Then 
N(S) n CF,c2)(x) has the order 16 . 5”. Thus we have two classes of elements 
of order 5 centralizing a 2-element in Y,(2). By [16] this is a contradiction. 
Thus we have proved that NFI($)(S) h as the order 25 . 3 . 5” and so all 
elements of order 5 are conjugate. 
(6.3) LEMMA. Let T be a Sylozo 13-subgroup ofFJ2). Then NF1c2)(T) has 
the order 2” . 34 . 13 or 2z 3 . 13. 
Proof. By (6.1) and (6.2) we get that the order of NFa(,,(T) is not divided 
by 5 or 7. Now a theorem of Sylow yields the lemma. 
(6.4) LEnIivr.4. Let C be a Sylow 17-subgroup of F,(2). Then N,cz,(C) has 
the order 2” . 17 OT 2” . 3” ’ 17. 
Proof. By (6.1), (6.2) and (6.3) we get that NFJ(,,(C);‘C is a 12, 3,!-group. 
Now the theorem of Sylow yields the lemma. 
(6.5) LEMMA. Let D be a Sylozc; 1 1 -subgroup of PSG-&2). Then NPsr-,(s)(D) 
has the order 55. 
Proof. The order of PSc,T,(2) is equal to 2l” . 3” 5 . 7 . 11. No element 
of order two in PSU,(2) is centralized by an element of order 11. Thus 
four cannot divide the order of Npsug(2)(D). Now PSU@(2) possesses a 
representation of degree 20. over GF(2) with module t’, such that D operates 
fpf. on V. Thus 7 cannot divide the order of NPSUgcJ)(D). Now the theorem of 
Sylow yields that Npsusp2)(D) has the order 5 . 11 or 3” 5 . 11. 
Assume that NPSLlg(21(D) has the order 3” . 5 . 11. Let E be a Sylow 
3-subgroup of Cpso,(z~(D). Now an element v  of order 5 operates on E. 
Assume that rr centralizes E. Set U = CPsUs(2~(n). Let x be a 2-central 
involution of PSU,(2) centralized by n. Then C(x) n CPsUIB(2)(~) is equal 
to (x, v). Thus NPsrr,(z)((n)) has the order 23 . 3” . 5. 
We have that 55 divides the order of NPSu6(2)(E). Now the theorem of 
Sylow yields that NPsrr,tz)(E) has the order 212 . 36 5 . 11. But then an 
element of order 2 must centralize E. This is impossible. 
We have proved that [E, V] is not trivial. But then [14, III. Satz 13.7, 13.101 
yields that E contains an elementary abelian subgroup Wof order 27. Now W 
operates on the module V. By [6, Th eorem 5.3.161 there is an element pi 
in W such that C$(E~) is not trivial. Thus C,(Q) has dimension 10 since D 
operates on C,(EJ and operates fpf. on V. Now W contains an elementary 
abelian subgroup L of order 9 such that L n (ei) - 1. By [6, Theorem 5.3.161 
there is an element Ed in L such that C+J(E~) is not trivial. Thus &(EJ is 
equal to C(Q). Now (pi, ~a) operates on I/IC$(EJ. By [6, Theorem 53.161 
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there is an element <a in (or, ~a) such that Cu,Ic-(EI))(~a) is not trivial. But 
then l a centralizes V&(Q) since D operates on V/Cy(+ But then cB 
centralizes V. This contradicts the fact that PSUa(2) operates faithfully on I;. 
We have proved that NPsv,cz)(D) has the order 55. 
(6.6) LEMMA. Let F be a Sylow 11 -subgroup of .2 the Conway simple group. 
Then N.3(F) has the order 110. 
Proof. The group .2 possesses a transitive permutation representation on 
2300 points such that an element of order 11 has only one orbit of length one. 
Let U be the stabilizer of one point. Then U contains a subgroup of index-two 
isomorphic to PSU,(2). Thus (6.5) yields that C.,(F) is equal to F and so 
N.,(F) has the order 110. 
(6.7) LEMMA. Let R be a Sylow 5-subgroup of .2. Then N.,(R) has the 
order 2” . 3 . 53. Thegroup R is nonabelian. Set U = CN,~(&Z(R)), then G/R 
is isomorphic to SL,(3). All elements in R not contained AZ(R) are conjugate. 
Proof. Let i be an involution in . 2 such that C.,(i)/O,(C.,(i)) is isomorphic 
to A, . Let w be an element of order 5 in C.,(i). Now w centralizes in O,(C.,(i)) 
a quaternion-group of order-eight. Thus (C(w) n C.,(i))/(w) is isomorphic 
to S&(3). Now C(W) n C.,(i) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of C.,(W). Thus 
we may assume that R is contained in C.,(w). 
Let j be an involution in . 2 such that C.,( j)/O,(C.,( j)) is isomorphic to 
PPL,(9). Let 7r be an element of order 5 in C.,(j). Then (C.,(j) n C(n))/(n> 
is dihedral of order-eight. Now C(j) n C.a(n) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of C.,(n). Thus C.,(n)/(n) is isomorphic to Zs or A, by [7] and (2.3). Now 7~ 
is conjugate to an element of order 5 centralizing a 2-central involution. 
The table in [I l] yields that there is an involution in C.a(r) centralized by an 
element of order 3 in C.a(r). Thus C.,(r)/(n) is isomorphic to Z;. This 
proves that C.,(R) is equal Z(R). Thus the lemma is proved. 
(6.8) LEMMA. Let S,, be a Sylow 1 I-subgroup of Cc(x3&l)). Then 
C,(S,,)/S,, is isomorphic to Z; and NC(SI1)/Co(SI1) has the order 10. 
Proof. By (6.6) we get that N c,~s,,~r~~(S1l)Y/Y has the order 10. Choose 
S,, such that S,, is contained in H. Then C(S,,) n Y is a dihedral group of 
order-eight. Thus C(S,,) n C,(x,,(l)) contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C,(S,,). This Sylow 2-subgroup contains a four-group such that all elements 
in this four-group are conjugate in G to ~~~(1). But then they are conjugate 
in C,(S,,) to ~~~(1). Thus & is involved in Co(S,,). Since d is not conjugate 
to x3&I) [22, Lemma 5.381 yields that C,(S,,) p assesses a subgroup of index 2. 
Now (2.4) yields that S,, is the maximal normal subgroup of odd order of 
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C,,(S,,). Thus (2.3) yields that C,,(S,,)/Y I r1 IS Isomorphic to X4 or Z,i Since 
2”” . 3” 5 7? 13 17 19 is congruent 3 module 11 we have that 
G(m,I4, is isomorphic to JYs . This proves the lemma. 
(6.9) Lmm. Let I, be a S~llorc 5-szthgvoup of C,(d/3). Then &(l,):I, is 
isomorphic to Zz 
Proof. By (6.2) we get that (C,(L) n C,(+))/L is dihedral of order-eight. 
Thus (d/l, ~)in,\ is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(L). By (5.8) we may assume 
that s is conjugate to d/? and d/3x. 
Since d is not conjugate to d/3 in G [22, Lemma 5.381 yields that C,(L) 
possesses a subgroup of index 2. Application of (2.4) yields that I, is the 
maximal normal subgroup of odd order of &(I,). Now (2.3) yields that 
C,,(L):% is isomorphic to Zd or Zz 
Now we know that 125 divides the order of G. Thus the Frattini argument 
yields that 125 divides the order of C,(L) and so C&)/L must be isomorphic 
to /q . 
(6.10) LEMMA. Assume that 7~ is an element of order 5 in C,(+,( I)). Then 
C,,(n)/<d, TI> is isomorphic to A, 
Proof. It is easy to see that (C(V) n Cc(~s6(1)))/(r) is an extension of an 
extra-special group of order 2’ by 2,. Set C :m C&n)/(d, r> and x for 
x(d, n>. Then Cc(~s~(l)) is an extension of an extra-special group of order 32 
by Z; . Thus Cc(x&l)) is isomorphic to the centralizer of a 2-central involu- 
tion in A,. By (6.2) we get that Ze is involved in C. Now [12] yields that C 
is isomorphic to A, or A, . Since in A, an element of order 5 is centralized 
by a group isomorphic to A, , (6.9) yields that C is isomorphic to A, . 
(6.11) LEtinvr.4. Let S, be a Sylow 7-subgroup of C,(d/3), then S, is a Sylow 
7-subgroup of G and NG(S7) has the order 26 . 3” 72. 
Proof. By (6.1) we get that NCG(,&S,) has the order 26 . 3” . 7” and that 
Cc-(da)(S7) is equal to S, x (d, /3). Thus C,(S,) has a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
order-four. Then Cc($) possesses a normal 2-complement K. Now (2.4) 
yields that 1 K/S, j = 1 CKIS,(d)jP. 
Let p be a prime in { 11, 13, 17, 19). Let A be a Sylow p-subgroup of K. 
Assume that A is not equal 1. Then A has the order p2. Now NG(S7) contains 
an elementary abelian subgroup of order-eight operating on A. But then 
there is an involution z such that p’ divides the order of C,(z). This is a 
contradiction. 
By (6.10) we know that no element of order 5 in N centralizes a subgroup 
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of order 49 in H. Thus we have proved that K/S, is a 3-group. A theorem of 
Sylow yields that NH(S,) has the order 2” . 32 . 7” or 2” . 3* . 7a. 
Assume that N&S,) has the order 25 . 3s * 7’. Then K is abelian of order 
319. The structure of NQ&S,) yields that we have a four-group (d/3, x) 
in NG(S,) such that d is not conjugate to an involution in (d/3, x). By (2.4) 
we get that s or d/k centralizes a subgroup of order 3fi in K. But a Sylow 
3-subgroup of &.(x,,(l)), CG(dx3J 1) x&l)) or C,(d,B) is nonabelian. This 
yields a contradiction and so the lemma is proved. 
(6.12) LEMMA. Let S,, be a Sylow 13-subgroup of C,(d&, then S,, Zs a 
Sylow 13-subgroup of G and N,(S,,) has the order 2” * 32 . 13 or 2,5 . 3’l . 13. 
Proof. By (6.3) we get that N,+&Sr.J has the order 2j . 3 . 13 or 
2”. 34 . 13. Now (dp,j)(d) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(S,,). By (5.8) we 
may assume that all involutions in (dp,j) are conjugate in C,(S,,). Thus Z, 
is involved in C,(S,,). Since d is not conjugate to dfl in G, [22, Lemma 5.381 
yields that G(%)/OG(&,) P assesses a subgroup II of index 2. Application 
of (2.6) yields that U is isomorphic to L,(q), q = 3, 5 (8). Now [6, Theorem 
15.4.11 yieIds that q is equa1 to 3, 5, 11, 13, 37, 107 or 109. Application of (2.4) 
yields that O(C,(S,,))/S,, is a 3-group. 
Assume that ;4 is a Sylow q-subgroup of C,(S,,), for some q greater than 13. 
We know that 16 divides the order of NNG(S,,,(A). Since no involution 
centralizes an element of order q we have that A must be trivial. This yields 
that U is isomorphic to L,(3), L,(5), I,,(1 1) or L,(13). 
Assume first that U is isomorphic to L,(l3). Then we have that NH(&) 
has the order 24 . 3 . 13, 24 . 34 . 13 or 2” . 37 . 13. Since all involutions in 
C,(S,,) are conjugate to dp or d, we get that no involution centralizes an 
element of order 7 in C,(S,,). This contradicts the structure of Aut(LZ(13)). 
Assume now that U is isomorphic to L,( 11). Then an element of order 11 
centralizes an element of order 13. But this contradicts (6.8). 
Thus we have proved that C,(S,,)/O(C,(S,,)) is isomorphic to Z4 or JZ’: . 
Further we have that NH(SrB) has the order 24 . 3 . 13, 2” . 34 * 13 or 
24 . 3’ * 13. 
Assume first that Nc,(+,~(Sra) has the order 2” . 3 . 13. Since C,(S,,) n 
C,(d@ n C,(i) has the order 24 . 3 . 13, (2.4) yields that O(C,(S,,))/S,, has 
the order 1 or 3. This yields that NH(S,,) has the order 2” . 3 . 13. Then 
NG(S13) has the order 25 32 . 13. 
Assume that Nc,(&S1,) has the order 25 . 31 . 13. Then N&S,,) must 
have the order 24 . 3’ . 13. Assume that C 
C(i) n WP) n W&%,)) ’ t 
o~c-~s,,~~(d~) has the order 27, then 
IS rivial. Thus (2.4) yields that O(C,(S,,))/S,, 
has the order 3”. Then H n O(C,(S,,))/S,, has the order 36 and so & is not 
involved in C,(S,,). Thus N,(S,,) has the order 2” 3” 13. Assume now 
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that Co(r,(s,,,))(d/3) has the order 81. Then (2.4) yields that O(C,(S,,)) has the 
order 31° . 13. Then (2.4) yields that Hn O(C,(S,,)) has the order 3’ 13. 
Thus zs is not involved in C,(S,,). This proves that NJ&a) has the order 
2” . 311 . 13, 
(6.13) LEMM.\. Let S,, be a Syloz 17-subgroup of C,(dp). Then S’,, is a 
Sylow l7-subgroup of G, the order of N,(S,,) is 2’j . 17 and C&S,,) has the 
order 4 17. 
Proof. By (6.4) we get that Nc,tda)( ,7) S hastheorder26.170r2i.3~.17. 
Since the order of ‘Fq(2) is not divided by 17, we have that C~J~~)(&~) is 
contained in C,(dp). Thus NCF(da)(S17) has the order 26 . 17. Then C,-(,,&S17) 
is equal to (d, ,/3> :( S,, . Since d is not conjugate to d/?, we have that C,(S,,) 
has a normal 2-complement. By (6.8), (6.10), (6.12) we know that C,{(S,,) 
is a (5, 11, 13}‘-group. Assume that ,4 is a Sylow 19-subgroup of CG(S,,). 
Then (2.4) yields that A has the order 1 or 192. We have in NG(S17) an 
elementary abelian group (d, /I, x) of order-eight operating on A. Since no 
involution in G centralizes a group of order 192, we have that A has the order I. 
By (6.11) we have that 49 divides not the order of NH(S,,). Now the theorem 
of Sylow yields that NH(S17) has the order 2” . 17 or 25 . 3” . 7 . 17. 
Assume that N,(S,,) has the order 2j . 35 . 7 . 17. Let A be a Sylow 
7-subgroup of C,(S,,). Then (d, /3) operates on d. Thus (2.4) yields that A 
has the order 49. Now (6.11) yields that A is a Sylow 7-subgroup of G. But no 
Sylow 7-subgroup of G is centralized by an element of order 17. Thus the 
lemma is proved. 
(6.14) LEMMA. The order of G is divided by 625. 
Proof. Since a Sylow 5-subgroup of &(x,,( 1)) is nonabelian, the assertion 
follows from (6.9). 
(6.15) LEMMA. Let R be a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(xsB(l)). Then 
Ncc(xss(l))(R) has the order 28 . 3 . 53. Th e group R is special of exponent 5. 
Thegr0up CNCC(s,,(~)) (,)(2(R)) has the order 2’j .3 . 53. Thegroup C,-(z,,(l))(R) 
has the order 23 . 5. A Sylow 2-subgroup of this group is a quaternion-group 
with centre (x3,( 1)). 
Proof. By (6.7) we get that R is special and that Nc-(e,,(l))(R) has the 
2j . 3 . 53 . 1 C,(R)]. Further, we know that all elements inZ(R) are conjugate 
and that CC-,S3e(l))(R) is equal to C,(R)Z(R). Thus we must prove that 
C,(R) is a quaternion-group of order-eight. Now the structure of CG(xBB(I)) 
yields that (~~~(1)) is equal to .Q,(C,(R)). Since Y has the order 223, C,(R) has 
at least the order 23. This proves that C,(R) is a quaternion-group of order- 
eight. 
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(6.16) LEMMA. Let R be a Sylow kubgroup of Cc(~s,Jl)). Then C,(R) 
contains a subgroup of order 53 and so Y divides the order of G. Assume that a 
Sylow 5-subgroup of G has the order 55. Then a Sylow kubgroup of G is extra- 
special of exponent jive. 
Proof. By (6.15) we get that C,(R) has a normal 2-complement. The 
Frattini argument yields that 25 divides the order of Co(R), since 54 divides by 
(6.14) the order of N,(R). Since a quaternion-group of order-eight operates 
fpf. on a Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(R)/Z(R) we have that 53 divides the order 
of C,(R). 
Assume now that a Sylow 5-subgroup of G has the order 55. Then C,(R)R 
contains a Sylow 5-subgroup of G. Since a quaternion-group of order-eight 
operates on a Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(R), [14, III. Satz 13.101 yields that 
C,(R) has the exponent 5. Let L be a Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(d/3) then (6.9) 
yields that a Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(L) has the order 53. Thus a Sylow 5- 
subgroup of C,(R) is extra-special of exponent 5. Then a Sylow 5-subgroup 
of G has the exponent 5 and is extra-special. 
(6.17) LEMMA. The order of G is divided by 56. 
Proof. Assume that a Sylow 5-subgroup S, of G has the order 5”. Then 
by (6.16) Sj is extra-special of exponent 5. Let L be a Sylow 5-subgroup of 
C,(d/l). Then (6.9) yields that C,(L) . is isomorphic to L x 2s . Let E be a 
Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(L). We may assume that E is contained in S, . Thus 
E is normal in S, . By (6.2) we have that 27 . 3 divides the order of N,(E)/E. 
Then N,(E)/E has the order 27 . 3 . Y. Now [I] yields that N,(E)/E is 
5-closed. Thus 27 . 3 divides the order of NG(S5)/S5 . Then (NG(S6) n 
C,(Z(S,)))/S, has an order divided by 25 . 3. 
Let R be a Sylow 5-subgroup of Co(x&l)). By (6.16) we have that S Y R, 
where S is extra-special of order 53 and exponent 5, is a Sylow 5-subgroup N 
of G. Set M = (N,(N) n C,(Z(hi)))/iV. We know that the order of M is 
divided by 26 . 3. The structure of GL(4, 5) yields that O(M) is trivial. Now 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,JX~,JI)) n N,(N) n C,(Z(N)) is isomorphic to 
Qs x Qs . If  this group is a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(N) n C,(Z(N)), then 
N,(N) n C&Z(N)) is equal to &(x36( 1)) n N,(N) n C,(Z(N))N. Assume 
now that Qs x Q8 is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(N) n C,(Z(N)). Then 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of N,(N) n C,(Z(N)) has the order 27 and is isomorphic 
to Qs 2 2, . Application of [IO] yields that M is solvable. Thus a minimal 
normal subgroup of M must be a 2-group. Then M has the order 2’ . 3. 
Since not all elements in E are conjugate, we have that an element of 
Z(S,) is not conjugate to an element in C,(d&. Let x be an element of 
S, - Z(S,) conjugate in G to an element y  of E - Z(S,), then x is conjugate 
to y  in NG(Ss). We know that all elements of R - Z(R) are conjugate to 
481/40/2-I.? 
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elements of E -- Z(SJ. Since N,(E) is j-closed, we have that every element 
of order 3 in N,(N) operates on an elementary abelian subgroup of L of 
order 53 conjugate to E. Let p be an element of order 3 in CG(xaB( 1)) n N,(A’). 
Then C,(U) is equal to Z(R). Let F be an elementary abelian subgroup of 
order 5” normalized by p. Then F n R F f~ S is equal to Z(R). Thus every- 
element of F -- Z(R) has 5 192 conjugates under (C,(x3,(1)) n N,(V))N. 
Now (CG(xaB(I)) n N,(X))&’ has 3 orbits of length 5 192 and 2 orbits of 
length 5 24 on the elements of N - Z(V). Now an element of F - Z(iV) 
is conjugate to an element of R which has 5 .24 conjugates under (&(x3& 1) n 
N,(V))N. But this contradicts the order of N,(h’). This contradiction proves 
the lemma. 
(6.18) LEMMA. Assume that a S~~lozc: 5-subgroup S5 of G has the order 5”. 
Then Sj contains no elementary abelian subgroup of order 5”. 
Proof. By way of contradiction u-e assume that P is an elementary 
abelian subgroup of order 55 in S, . Let R be a Sylow 5-subgroup of CG(xa6( I)). 
By (6.15) we get that 5” divides the order of C,(R)R. Clearly a Sylow 5- 
subgroup of C,(R) has the order 53, since S, has the order 5”. We may assume 
that Sj contains a Sylow 5-subgroup I7 of C,(R)R. Then P n V has the 
order 5j and so Co(R) must be elementary abelian of order 53. Thus Z(S,) 
has the order 5”. But this contradicts (6.9). 
(6.19) LEMMA. The order of G is divided by 31°. 
Proof. Let A be a Sylow 3-subgroup of Co(dx,,( 1) xz2( I)). By (5.4) we get 
that No(02(CC;(dx33( 1) x:ra( l))))/O,(Co(dx,,( 1) xaa( I))) has an order equal to 
the order of PSp,(2). Thus we may assume that A is a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
N,(O,(C,(d.x,,( 1) xaa( I)))). The structure of 2E,(2) yields that A contains an 
element of order-three operating fpf. on the factor-group O,(Co(dx,,( l)xS2(1)))/ 
W&(~~,,( 1) +a(1 )))I. Th en it is easy to see that Co,c~,(d~~,(1)~.,~(l)))(ijl) 
is equal to (dx,,( 1) ~~~(1)). 
Now the table in [l I] yields that (dx,,( I) ~~~(1)) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
CCC(drs,(1)SQ3(1))(A). Thus, (d&I) .Q( I)? is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C,(A). 
Since d is not conjugate to dx&l) xQz( I), we have that A is not conjugate to 
a subgroup of a Sylow 3-subgroup of H. This proves the lemma. 
(6.20) LEMMA. Let W be a Sylow 23-subgroup of No( Y). Then No( W)/C,( W) 
has tJre order 11. A Sylow 2-subgroup of No(W) has tlze order-2 and is conjugate 
in G to ,<x,,( I)‘. 
Proof. Clearly C,(W) is equal (~a,( 1)). Now we know that CNG(r) ,r-( WY/ Y) 
is a 2’-group. Since W operates fpf. on T7/(x.Jl)), Kr centralizes no elements 
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of order 5, 7 or 11 in NG(Y). Now the theorem of Sylow yields that 
NNG(r),r( WY/Y) has the order 2 3 * . 11 . 23 or 11 . 23. Application of (6.6) 
yields that the order 2 . 3* . 11 . 23 is not possible. Thus NNG(Y)(W) has 
the order 2 . 11 .23. Thus the lemma is proved. 
7. THE ORDER OF G 
Let x be an involution in G. We denote by a(x) the number of ordered pairs 
(i,j) such that i - x&l),j N d/$ and x is a power of ij. 
(7.1) LEMMA. Let i, j, .x be inaolutions such that (ij)lp = x for some n. 
If  2 divides n, then i - ix andj -1.x. I f  n is odd then i -1.x. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that (i, j) is dihedral. 
(7.2) LEMMA. We have u(d) = 0. 
Proof. Let (;i)‘” be equal to d. By (5.9)(i) we get that j is not contained in 
H’. By (5.9)(ii) we get that i is contained in H’. Thus n is even. By (7.1) we get 
that j is conjugate to dj. We may assume that j is conjugate to d/3 or ?;.J 1) dp. 
But /3 or xaa( I)/3 are not conjugate to dp in G. 
(7.3) LEMMA. We have a(dx,,(l) xaa(l)) = 0. 
Proof. Let (z$ be equal to dxaa(1) x,,(l). By (5.10)(i) we get that j is not 
contained in (Cc(dxs3(1) x&l)))‘. By (j.lO)(ii) we get that i is contained in 
(CG(dxs3(l) ~~~(1)))‘. Thus n is even. By (7.1) we get that j is conjugate to 
d+(l) x&l) j. The structure of C&dxaa(l) xaa( I)) yields that j is conjugate 
to dpr or d/3x& 1)r with Y in Z(02(Cc(dx& 1) xaa( 1)))). But then j is conjugate 
to 41) xa2U)j in G(d41) ~~~(1)). Th is implies that j is conjugate to dj. 
But this is impossible. 
(7.4) LEMMA. We have u(d,k?) < 3” . j2 72 . 132 . 172 . 3971. 
Proof. Let (zj)” be equal to d/3. By (5.1 l)(i) we get that i is contained in 
C,(dp)‘. Since i is not conjugate to idfl, (7.1) implies that n is odd. Thus by 
(5.1 I)(ii) we get that j is contained in d/?C,(d)‘. Thus j = dpj, with (zj$ == 1. 
Then j is conjugate jr in C,,(dfi)‘. N ow i is conjugate to xa6( 1), x&l) ~~(1) or 
x&l) x&l) ~~~(1). By (5.12) we get that x3&1) has 32 . 5 7 . 13 . 17 con- 
jugates, x&l) ~~~(1) has 32 5 . 7 . 13 . 17 conjugates and xas( 1) x3.(l) ~~~(1) 
has 3* . 5 72 . 13 . 17 conjugates under C,(d/3). Thus a(d@ is at most 
2 . 34 . 5 . 72 . 132 . 172 + 3s. 52 . 74. 132 . 172. 
(7.5) LEMMA. We have u(xs6(1)) < 2lj . 34 .5” . 11 . 13 . 232 .713. 
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Proof. Let (Q)” be equal to x3& 1). By (5.13)(i) we get thatj is not contained 
in Y. 
Assume first that i is contained in Y. Then n is even. By (7.1) we get that i 
is conjugate to xa6(l)j. Now (5.13)(iii) says that j is contained in xaa( 1)I’ or 
xZ2( I) @Y. By (5.14)(ii) there are in x&l)Y 2l” involutions conjugate to i. 
By (5,14)(iii) there are 211 involutions in xsa( 1) @Y conjugate to j. In N,( 1’) 
there are 3” 5” 11 23 cosets conjugate to xZ2( 1)Y and 23 3* . 5a 7 . 11 23 
cosets conjugate to x&l) d,Ql’. By (4.7) we get that i is conjugate to xJs( 1). 
Thus there are at most 2 3” 52 . 23 . (215 . 3” . 52 . 1 I . 23 + 2l” . 31 5’ 1 
7 1 I 23) pairs (;,j) with i in I’ such that (ij)V == ~~~(1). 
Assume now that i is not contained in I’. Assume that n is odd. Then (7.1) 
implies that i is conjugate to xg& I)i and so iY is conjugate jY. Now Table VI 
yields a contradiction. Thus n is even and so by (7.1) i is conjugate to ix&l). 
Now (5.13)(ii) implies that i is contained in x&l)Y. By (5.14)(i) we get that 
there arc 2’ involutions in x2*( 1)Y conjugate to i. Thus we have at most 
2’ .3” t 5’ 11 ‘23 involutions i. As above we have at most 21s 32 .5’ . 11 .23 + 
2r-’ 31 5” 7 I 1 ‘23 involutionsj. Thus u(xas( 1)) is at most 2’ . 3” . 52 . 11 
23(21s 32 52 . 11 .23 .+ 214 . 34 . 5’ 7 11 .23) + 2 31 . 52 . 23(21s . 32 
52 11 . 23 + 2l* 3-’ . 5’ . 7 . I I .23). 
(7.6) LEMMA. The order of G is equal to 241 . 3’O 5” 7’ I 1 13 I7 
19 ‘23 r with Y :; 176869. 
Proof. Set i1 m:= x3& I), i2 :: dp, is = d and i4 m= dxtx,,( I) ~~~(1). Then 
(2.7), (7.2) and (7.3) yields that G has the order 1 C,(dp)j a(~~~(])) y- 
1 CL-.(xas(I))i a(d/3). Kow (7.4) and (7.5) implies that the order of G is at most 
2*r . 31° . 5” 7” . 1 I 1 3’L I7 .23 1292499. By (6.19) we know that 3l” 
divides the order of G. By (6.17) we know that 5’j divides the order of G. Since 
19 divides the order of H, we get that 19 divides the order of G. Thus G has 
the order 211~310~56~7r~ll~13~17~19~23~r where Y is at most 
(13 . 1292499)/(5 19) ‘: 176869. 
(7.7) LEMMA. We have r :- 6(7). 
Proof. By (6.1 I) we get that the normalizer of a Sylow 7-subgroup of G 
has the order 2” 32 72. Since [ G i/(2” . 3” 72) must be congruent one 
modulo seven, we get the assertion. 
(7.8) LEMMA. We ??ave Y -1 3(11). 
Proof. By (6.8) we get that the normalizer of a Sylow 1 l-subgroup of G 
has the order 2” 3 52 11. Since j G 1/(24 . 3 5” 11) must be congruent 
one modulo eleven, the lemma follows. 
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(7.9) LEMMA. we have r = l(17). 
Proof. The lemma follows from (6.13) and the fact that j G l/(2” 17) 
must be congruent one modulo seventeen. 
(7.10) LEMMA. Wehaver =69+2~7~11~17~awitha~68. 
Proof. That Y has the form 69 + 2 . 7 . I1 . 17 . a follows from (7.7), 
(7.8), (7.9) and the fact that r is odd. By (7.6) we get r < 176869 and so 
a -< 68. 
(7.11) LEMMA. Assume that the normalizer of a Sylow 13-subgroup of G 
has the order 25 . 311 13. Then G has one of the following orders: 
(i) 2”l . 313 . 56 . 72 . 11 . 13 17 . 19 . 23 . 31 47. 
(ii) 241 . 311 . 5fi . 7” . 11 13 17 19 . 23 47147. 
Proof. We have that 3 divides r. By (7.10) we get that 3 must divide a. 
Now 1 G i/(25 . 3 l1 13) must be congruent one modulo thirteen. This implies 
that r is congruent one modulo thirteen. Then u/3 is congruent 5 modulo 13. 
Thus a has the form 15 + 396. Since a < 68 we get that b is equal to 0 or 1. 
I f  b = 0 then G has the order (i), if b = 1 then G has the order (ii). 
(7.12) LEMMA. The group G has one of the following orders: 
(i) 2”l . 31° . 57 72 . 11 . 13 . 17 19 .23 1061, 
(ii) 241~310~56~72~11~13~17~19~23~239~307, 
(iii) 241 . 31° . 56 . 72 . 11 . 13 . 17 . 192 23 . 5653, 
(iv) 241 . 311 56 72 11 . 13 . 17 . 19 . 23 . 47147 
(v) 241. 31° . 5s 7” 11 13 . 17 . I9 . 23 . 7019, 
(vi) 241 313 . 5G . 72 11 . 13 . 17 . 19 . 23 . 31 . 47. 
Proof. By (7.11) and (6.12) we may assume that the normalizer of a 
Sylow 13-subgroup of G has the order 25 . 32 . 13. Then / G //(25 . 32 . 13) 
must be congruent 1 modulo 13. Thus r must be congruent 1 modulo 13. 
This implies that a is congruent 2 modulo 13 and so a has the form 2 + 136. 
Since a < 68, we have b < 5. An easy calculation yields now the lemma. 
(7.13) LEMMA. A Sylow 23-subgroup of G has the order 23. 
Proof. The lemma follows from (7.12). 
(7.14) LEMMA. Let S,, be a Sylow 23-subgroup of G. Then the order of 
iVG(S,,) is not divided by 7, 13, 17, 19. A Sylow 5-subgroup of N,(S,,) has 
the order 1 or 5. 
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Proof. By (6.20) we know that N,(S,,)C,(S,,) has the order I I. illoreover, 
NG(S,,) has a normal 2-complement K. For p = 7, 13, 17 or 19 let A be a 
Sylow p-subgroup of K. The Frattini argument yields that an element of 
order 11 operates on /I. Thus (6.8) im pl ies that A is trivial. Let B be a 
Sylow 5-subgroup of C,(S,,). S’ i mce xa6( I) operates fpf. on B, we get that B 
is abelian. Let v  be an element of order 11 operating on B. By [6, Theorem 
5.2.31 we get B 7: C,(V) x [B, v]. Thus [B, V] has the order 1 or 5”. 
Assume first that a Sylow 5-subgroup of G has the order 5G. Then (6.18) 
implies that [B, V] must be trivial. Ry (6.8) B has the order I or 5. 
Assume now that 5’ divides the order of G. Assume further that B 2: C,(v). 
Then 1 B ~ -5’ 5”. Thus the order of N,(B)/B is divided by 5. Set Ii2 = 
C,(B)jB. Now Z&B/B is a subgroup of ?kZ. Now the Frattini argument yields 
that 5 divides the order of 112. Since B # C,(Y) we get that M is a 1 I’-group. 
Now (6.20) yields that M has a normal 23-complement. Thus S,, operates 
on a Sylow 5-subgroup of M. Since 5” +. l(23) for a :,: 3, we get a contra- 
diction. Thus B :m C,(V), and so by (6.8) B has the order I or 5. 
(7.15) LEMMA. A Sylow 3-subgroup qf the normalizer of a S~jlozc 23- 
subgroup S,, of G has the order 1 or 3. 
Proof. Let C be a Sylow 3-subgroup of N,(S,,). Since x3& 1) operates fpf. 
on C we get that C is abelian. Let v  be an element of order 11 operating in C. 
By [6, Theorem 5.2.31 we get C 7 C,(Y) x [C, v]. By (6.8) we know that 
C,(V) has the order 1 or 3. Thus we may assume by way of contradiction that 
C # C,(V). Since a Sylow 3-subgroup of G is nonabelian we get that there 
are 3-elements in NG(C)/C. Now 23 divides the order of C,(C)/C. Since 11 
cannot divide the order of C,(C)/C wc get that C,(C)/C possesses a normal 
23-complement. Now the Frattini argument yields that 3 divides the order 
of C,(C)/C. Thus S,, operates on a Sylow 3-subgroup of &(C),/C. Since 
3” Z& 1(23), for a .:’ 8, we get a contradiction. 
(7.16) LEhwa. If  5 divides the order of N,(S,,), then N,(S,,) is a 3’-group. 
Proof. Assume that 15 divides the order of N&S,,). Let v  be an element 
of order 11 in NG(S,,). Then (7.14) and (7.15) yields that Cc-(s,,)(~) has the 
order 2 3 . 5 . 23. Thus v  centralizes an element of order 15. But this 
contradicts (6.8). 
(7.17) THEOREM. The group G has the order 241 . 3’” 5G . 7” . 1 1 13 
17 19 . 23 31 47. 
Proof. Assume that G has not the order as above. Let S,, be a Svlow 
23-subgroup of G. By (7.13) S,, has the order 23. 
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Let A be a Sylow p-subgroup of N,(S,,). Then by (7.14) and (7.15) we get 
that r;Z has the order p. If  p is greater than 23 we get that p 5~ 1( 11). Thus p 
is equal to 2, 3, 5, 11,23, 7019,47147. Now (7.16) yields that No(S,,) has the 
order2~11~23,2~3~11~23,2~5~11~23,2~11~23~47147,2~3~11~ 
23 ‘47147, 2. 5.11 ‘23 .47147, 2. 11 .23.7019, 2. 3.11 ‘23.7019 or 
2 5 11 . 23 . 7019. But in all these cases we get 1 G I/ Nc(S,,)i $ l(23). 
This contradicts a theorem of Sylow. 
8. A REPRESENTATION OF G 
(8.1) LEMMA. Let i be an involution conjugate to d in G with [i, d] = 1. 
Then i is conjugate in H to d, dx,,( 1) or p. 
Proof. Assume that i is contained in H’. In H’ we have the H-classes d, x3& I), 
dxdl), x33(1)x32(1), dx33(l)x32(l)j x29U)x3oUh1(l) and ddlkdl)x3dl). 
In G we have d - dx,,( 1), xa6( 1) - xaa( 1) xaa( 1) and dx&l) x&l) - 
“es(l) x30(1 ) x31( 1) - dx,,( 1) xaa(l) xal( 1). Thus i is conjugate to d or dx,,( 1). 
Assume now that i is contained in H - H’. In H - H’ we have the H- 
conjugacy classes dfl, p, d/3x3& 1) and /3x3& 1). In G we have /3 - d, dpx& 1) - 
43 and PxQ6( 1) - dx,,( 1) xaa( 1). Thus i is conjugate to /3. 
(8.2) LEMMA. The involution t is conjugate d, o(dt) = 4, and t has 
28 . 33 5 . 7 11 . 13 . 17 . 19 H-conjugates. 
Proof. We know that (td)2 = x&l) and that t has 2 . 1408 C,(x,,(l))- 
conjugates. Now x3& 1) has 33 5 . 7 . 13 . 17 19 H-conjugates. This proves 
the lemma. 
(8.3) LEMMA. There exists an element r of order-3 inverted 6-y d such that 
CM(r) contains a subgroup of index two isomorphic to M(22). 
Proof. We know that dx,,( 1) is conjugate to d. Set 
r = (dw3) u’ z(‘ u-u‘ 1(‘ w zc wiw w 3 2 o 3 1 6 2 I) .3 3. 
Then dx,,( I)r has the order 3. Set R = Cu(dx& 1)) n Cc(r). Now C,(dx,,(l))/ 
O,(Cu(dx,,( 1))) is equal PSLr6(2)(dp). A n easy calculation yields that r 
centralizes the group L =(x,,( 1), x1*( 1)x1,( 1), xls(a)xi7(a”), wlwB, wZwjr w,)(d& 
and that Co,(Cn(ds,,(I)))(r) is equal to (d). Thus R/(d) contains a subgroup of 
index-two isomorphic to PSUe(2). 
Set M == CG(dx3& 1)) n C,(r). By (5.9)(i) we get that dp is not conjugate to 
an element of H’. Thus [22, Lemma 5.381 yields that M possesses a subgroup 
-Vi of index two. Now we get that (ARrr n H)/(d) is isomorphic to PSD’,(2). 
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We shall prove that Ml is simple. Assume first that Mr is equal to Mi n H. 
Then dx,,(l)r has 221 . 33 5 . 7 13 17 19 conjugates under C,(dx,,(l)). 
But dads has only 23 3” . 54 23 . 31 . 47 conjugates in G. Thus Mi > 
Ml n H. 
Let ~12~ be a minimal normal subgroup of Ml with Mr n H f  Mz n H. 
Then fl& n ti is equal to 1. Thus Ma has odd order. Let A be a Sylow 
p-subgroup of iWz for some prime p. Then an element of order I 1 operates on 
A. Now the order of H yields that A is centralized by an element of order 1 I. 
But then (6.8) implies that / M2 1 divides 15. This contradicts M2 n H = 1. 
Thus we have proved Ml n H = Mz n H for every minimal normal sub- 
group of ;21i 
We have that Ml possesses a chain of subgroups Mi , Ml D n/r, D Mx D ‘.. 
n/l, LB Mn+, = 1 with M,/Mi+, # 1 and M,, isomorphic to Mr n H or 
simple of even-order. Further Mr n H is contained in Mi for i -~ I,..., n. 
Assume that Mn = Ml n H. Then M+i < NM1(Ml n H) = C,,,l(d), a 
contradiction. Thus Mn is simple. Now (2.5) yields that M% is isomorphic to 
M(22). Assume that MnP1 > IcZn . Since Icir,-, < NMl(MJ Table I in [I 31 
yields that CMMnml(d) n CM%(d) -= Ml n H, a contradiction. This proves 
n = 1 and Ml isomorphic to M(22). 
Now dzc,,( 1)’ ,- 7 is inverted by d and thus the lemma is proved. 
(8.4) 'IIHEOREM. (i) Let D be the conjugacy class of d. Then D is a class of 
(3, 4}-transpositions. 
(ii) The group H has 5 orbits on D and so G possesses a rank-five repre- 
sentation. 
l’roof. By (7.17) we know that d has 2” 3-i 5r 23 . 31 . 47 conjugates 
in G. The lemmas (8. I), (8.2) and (8.3) imply that H has at least 5 orbits on D 
withthelengthsl,3”~5~7~13~17~19,212~33~11~19,2s~33~5~7~Il~ 
13. 17. 19and2’O. 7. 17. 19.Thesumofthesefivenumbersis23. 34. 54. 
23 . 31 47 and thus H has exactly 5 orbits on D. Let x be in D. Then x is 
in one of the five orbits. Thus o(dx) -< 4. This proves that D is a class of 
(3, 4}-transpositions. 
Now (7.17) and (8.4) proves our main theorem. 
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